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HOW TO INCREASE THE
VOCABULARY
In the Lesson f ollo-\ving the present
one there will be taken up the discussion of
the processes of obtaining clearness of
statement. The relation of a large and well
mastered vocabulary to the processes that
make for clearness of idea or impressiveness of idea or to securing belief or compelling action is so close and important
that it needs to be considered apart by itself. The word is the one fundamental
unit of expression; of it all the larger
units, such as the phrase, sentence, paragraph, and ,vhole speech are made. -"-i\_s
these larger units are simply larger
modes of naming or suggesting ideas and
feelings, convictions and actions, it is at
once clear that no great variety of ideas
can be expressed or fine shades of meaning
drawn unless one has an adequate and well
mastered vocabulary.
[1]
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The development of new ideas, new inventions, and ever increasing nevv discoveries make necessary the coining of a great
many new words and expressions. These
ne,v things also are continually changing
conditions and ideas and beliefs which have
been in existence in the past, and so to
meet these ever changing conditions, in
addition to the creation of new words, others that we have become accustomed to
may begin to develop new shades of meaning or change their meaning entirely. A
gro,ving intelligence means a growing and
changing language. The refore, one who
is to be effective in the use of either written
or oral language must not only be continually increasing his vocabulary but ever
and ever making a finer and finer study of
the meaning of words and terms. The
ineffectiveness of the speech of many is
due, far more than most people imagine,
to a lack of a satisfactorily large, an<l
clearly understood vocabulary. One ,vho
is contented with a lower grade of speech
may see no reason for time and energy
spent in acquiring a thoroughly depend-
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able vocabulary. He, however, who would
be reaching to higher and higher grades
of effective speech will need no urging
in this direction. A few practical suggestions follow hereafter which will be of no
little aid to those ,vho are desirous of
placing at the disposal of their minds an
adequate supply of word tools. It will
be realized at once that the dictionary of
standard grade must be frequently consulted, but every one who wishes to make
the most of his study of words should
have a book of synonyms; one that not
only gives synonyms, but that also shows
the shades of meaning of each synonym,
together with illustrations of its proper
use.
\Vith these two aids, the first suggestion
offered is that the student make from time
to time a list of those words which he is
accustomed to use in daily conversation.
In the light of the authority of the dictionary and the book of synonyms put
these words under the closest scrutiny in
order that it may be ascertained whether
they have been used in exactly the correct
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sense. If not, fix in the mind the correct
use of the ,vord and then compel its use
again and again in conversation or in
specially worked out exercises.
Secondly, jot do,vn all new words heard
in conversation or noticed in reading. Let
these words be examined according to the
information given by the dictionary and
the book of synonyms. See that each day
you read at least one paragraph from some
author ,vhose style is recognized as standard. Note carefully the use of words in
this reading, putting down those which are
new and looking up in the authorities their
meaning and use.
Third, determine that the correct use of
at least one new word will be mastered
each day.
Fourth, select a group of words at random and use them in a connected speech
or article of one or two paragraphs. Test
the use of them by the two measures, the
dictionary and the book of synonyms.
Fifth, have a place in the note book
where there may be kept a list of parallel
terms and of contrary terms and from
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time to time, once a month say, compell
yourself to use those terms with a careful discrimination in their use.
Sixth, make a list of those ,vords and
terms which belong specifically to your particular ,vork or profession and then examine the use of them carefully, making such
corrections as may be found necessary.
Seventh, by means of the dictionary
and the book of synonyms and such texts
upon rhetoric as you may have access to,
make a list of the common ,vords and expressions ,vhich are Anglo-Saxon, for the
backbone of English is Anglo-Saxon, and
one cannot boast of a truly English style
"rho does not possess an Anglo-Saxon vocabulary. Where possible the Anglo-Saxon
term is to be preferred to a foreign word
or term.
Eighth, have another section in the
book in which you make a list of those expressions which are idiomatic, and learn
to use the idioms of the language in preference to that which is not idiomatic. An
idiom is a mode of expression peculiar to a
given language. The English idiom ,vould
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say, "Close the door," the German idiom
,vould say, '' Make the door to.'' Authorities agree that mastery of a language includes a thorough mastery of its idioms.
Ninth, as you do your reading from day
to day note the terms, ,vords, and expressions that are peculiar to the main
topics of the day. Do not allow yourself
to fix the meaning of these various expressions through newspaper reading;
test them again by the authority of a dictionary and book of synonyms and the best
class of writers.
Tenth, from time to time make a list of
words connected ,vith the ne,v inventions,
scientific discoveries and new thought developments. Study these carefully until
you are sure that you can use them in an
exact, accurate, and discriminating manner.
The student will say probably that there
has been a large field of work outlined.
This is true, but each student will undertake as much or as little of it as his desires
and ambitions and purposes dictate. He
will agree that he cannot follow a study
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of ,vords as outlined herein with any continued persistency without enlarging and
enriching his vocabulary very decidedly,
thus laying the foundation for a much
more clear, interesting and effective
speech.

EXERCISES.
These exercises are provided as a means of testing
the student's knO"wledge of the subject and for training
through actual practice. Exercises are not to be sent to
the School.

1. By use of the authorities determine
the meaning of the follo,ving groups of
synonyms and use them in sentences. Use
them in written sentences first, then use
them in new sentences which you construct
while standing upon your feet in the act
of explaining the use of the ,vords to a
class:
Abandon, desert, forsake, relinquish.
Abase, humble, degrade, disgrace, debase.
Abhor, detest, abominate, loathe.
Ability, capacity, faculty, talent.
Abolish, abrogate, repeal, revoke, annul,
cancel.
Above, over, upon, beyond.
Absolute, despotic, arbitrary, tyrannical.
Abstain, forbear, restrain.
Acceptance, acceptation.
Cs J
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Acceptable, grateful, ,velcome.
Accident, contingency, casualty.
Accurate, exact, precise.
Acquire, obtain, gain, ,vin, earn.
Act, action, deed.
Active, diligent, industrious, assiduous,
laborious.
Admit, allow, permit, suffer, tolerate.
Admonition, warning, caution.
Adverse, inimical, hostile, repugnant.
Bent, crooked, curved, a\vry.
Bent, bias, inclination, prepossession.
Bewail, bemoan, lament.
Blame, censure, condemn, reproach, upbraid.
Bold, fear less, intrepid, dauntless.
Bound, limit, confine, circumscribe.
Breach, break, gap, chasm.
Brightness, lustre, brilliance, splendor.
Calculate, reckon, compute, count.
Choose, pick, select.
Demur, hesitate, pause.
Dependence, reliance.
Desire, vrish, long for, hanker after,
covet.
Differ, vary, disagree, dissent.
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Embarrass, perplex, tangle.
Encourage, animate, incite, impel, urge,
stimulate, instigate.
2. Study the following synonyms, and
their antonyms, or opposites, and use them
in sentences. Make careful test that they
are used correctly:
Synonym: Freakish, capricious, f anci1
ful, fantastic, quaint.
Antonym: Staid, serious, sober, orderly.
Synonym: Jocose, humorous, facetious,
acute.
Antonym: Stupid, sober, dull, stolid.
Synonym: Empty, worthless, fruitless,
unsatisfying, unavailing.
Antonym: Solid, substantial, sound,
worthy, efficient, potent.
Synonym: Vehement, violent, impetuous, ardent, burning, fervent, raging,
furious, passionate, fervid, urgent, forcible,
eager.
. A_ ntonym: Mild, feeble, inanimate, subdued, controlled, unimpassioned, passionless, cold, stoical, gentle, weak, mitigated.
Synonym: l{nowing, shrewd, astute,
discerning, sharp, acute, sagacious, pene-
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trating, proficient, skillful, intelligent, experienced, well-informed, accomplished.
. A.ntonym: Simple, dull, innocent, gullible, undiscerning, stolid, silly.
3. Study the following terms, and use
them in a little speech upon "Investing:"
Wall street, bonds, Stock Exchange, railroads, industrials, corporations, stocks,
margins, dividends, margin of safety,
stockholders, the investing public, capital
stock, surplus, overhead charges, surplus,
solvent, bonds.
4. Use the following terms in a short
speech upon ''Education'':
Learning, acquisition, scholarship, instruction, knowledge, preparation, training, discipline, lesson, lecture, rudiments,
enlighten, teach, inculcate, infuse, imbue,
explain, expound, pervert, bewilder, master, studious.
5. Ascertain the exact meaning of the
following words, and use them in a connected group of sentences.
a-Wise, aggressive, novel, debasing, demean, spiritual.
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b-Benefit, sympathetic, eminent, -courage, practical, progressive.
c-Jealousy, feeling, hatred, incidental,
individuality.
d-Success, effort, hard work, persistent,
genius, preparation, knowledge, determination, wisdom, failure, thoroughness, ability, capacity, honesty, fair-play, grit, and
self-control.
6. The following ,vords are frequently
1nisused. Look them up in a good dictionary, and determine clearly their correct
use. Use them correctly in sentences.
Affect, effect; aggravate; alternative;
a1nong, between; awfully; balance, remainder; portion, part; claim, assert, maintain;
demean, behave, debase; deadly, deathly·
expect, suspect, suppose; fix, repair,
f astert; healthy, healthful; liable, likely.
7. Fill in the blanks in the following sentences with ,vords which shall express the
,vriter 's 1neaning as you understand it.
I found each ,vave, instead of the big
........ mountain it looks from shore, was
for all the \vorlcl like my ........ of hills
on the dry land, full of ........ and smooth
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places and . . . . . . . . . The coracle (boat),
left to herself, turning from side to side,
. . . . . . . . so to speak, her way through
these lower parts, and . . . . . . . . the steep
slopes and higher . . . . . . . . sununits of the
wave.
"vVell, no-,v," thought I to myself' "it is
plain I must lie ,v here I am, and not ...... .
the balance; but it is plain, also, that I can
put the padclle over the side and from time
to ti1ne . . . . . . . . her a . . . . . . . . or t,vo toward land.'' No sooner thought upon than
done. There I lay on my elbo,vs, in a most
........ attitude, and every no,v and then
gave a . . . . . . . . stroke or t,vo to turn her
head to shore.
It ,vas very ........ , and ........ work,
yet I did . . . . . . . . gain ground; and as I
dre,v near the Cape of the Woods, though
I sa,v I must ........ miss that point, I
had still . . . . . . . . some hundred yards. I
could see the . . . . . . . . green tree-tops
........ together in the breeze, and I felt
sure I should ........ the next promontory
without fail.' '-R. L. Stevenson, from
'' Treasure Island.''
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